
Congratulations on joining the growing numbers who are enjoying
increased health through their use of our easy-to use Sludge Busters.

The Auto Sludge Buster plugged into your cars 12V power socketprotects you and your
passengers. It connects through the electrical system to the entire metal body of the car,
cleansing it of ionizing potential.
The Home Sludge Buster can cleanse the ionizing potential from an entire small house.
However, if your home is larger, or is located near power lines or heavy car traffi c, additional 

units can be benefi cial.  Consider locating one in any of these locations:

•  Close to your offi ce and offi ce equipment
•  Close to your bed
•  Close to your circuit breaker where electrical power fi rst enters the house.
•  In the Family Room or any room that has high occupancy.

If you will be using more than one SludgeBuster, consider one at ground level near where

power enters the house and the other at the opposite end of the house on the top fl oor.

This is because the extensive wiring in a large home can act as an antenna, collecting ionizing 

potential from a polluted environment.

Vital Harmony Pendant
The Vital Harmony Pendant was our fi rst powerful entry into the area of protecting the body from the damage caused by environmental ionizing potential. See our double blind study on the
reverse side.

The Sludge Buster Family
Sound Vitality is devoted to bringing you the very best answers to reduce human suffering by providing means to remove sludge (toxic energy patterns) from our bodies, emotions, mind, and
environment.  The Auto and Home SludgeBusters are just two of our offerings.  Here are some more which relieve suffering from a wide variety of Sludge:

Air Travel Protection:  The Vital 1 strengthens the bioelectric fi eld and pulls in the emotional body during air travel to protect your vitality while you fl y.  Now with special infrasonic pulsations in 
the body’s electrical fi eld to provide immediate relief from anxious and fearful feelings.  Fly with your vitality protected.  Arrive rested with minimal jetlag. “Don’t Leave Earth Without it!”

Community Protection: The Community Sludge Buster Absorbs ionizing potential up to about a 5 mile radius.

Cellular Pain and Infl ammation Reduction – Infratonic FDA listed Therapeutic Massager with unpredictable Infratonic massage patterns to break up stress, emotion, infl ammation and pain
anywhere in the body.  Portable and battery powered to provide relief and accelerated recovery wherever you go.

Pain, Numbness, and Degeneration in Legs and Feet – The VitalRest FDA Listed Therapeutic Massager with Unpredictable Infratonic massage patterns to break up stagnation and improve
circulation in the Legs and Feet.

Chronic Anxiousness, Reactivity, and Rage – the Nessor System systematically reduces the unconscious reactive programming inherited from ancestors and traumatic childhood.

(see other side for what customers have said about these products)

SLUDGE: Ionizing electromagnetic potential that is created by combustion and 
fl uorescent lights. 3 to 10% of the world’s population can feel it attacking their 
bodies. Many can’t but all suffer its devastating effects. Wikipedia writes: “There 
are no specifi c symptoms associated with claims of Electromagnetic Hyperactivity 
Syndrome (EHS) and reported symptoms range widely between individuals. They 
include headache, fatigue, stress, sleep disturbances, skin prickling, burning sensa-
tions and rashes, pain and ache in muscles and many other health problems.” How-
ever, the specifi c energy causing this phenomenon has defi ed the world’s scientists. 
The World Health Organization (WHO) on their website, writes “Conclusions: EHS 
is characterized by a variety of non-specifi c symptoms that differ from individual 
to individual. The symptoms are certainly real and can vary widely in their severity. 
Whatever its cause, EHS can be a disabling problem for the affected individual. EHS 
has no clear diagnostic criteria and there is no scientifi c basis to link EHS symptoms 
to EMF exposure. Further, EHS is not a medical diagnosis, nor is it clear that it rep-
resents a single medical problem.”  At Sound Vitality, we discovered that the effects 
of EHS and the benefi t of Sludge Buster technology can be quantifi ed through a 
simple urine test that measures the free radical end product concentration in the 
body.



Is there Sound Science behind our Sludge Buster?
YES!

We live in a world that is bombarded by Ionizing potentials, which 
enter the body through the air and by transmission through power 
distribution systems, Wi-Fi and cell phones. This Ionizing UV creates 
free radicals in the body, which have been shown to cause disease.
The VitalHarmony Pendant is composed of a mineral core wrapped 
in crystalline copper wire used in all our Sludge Busters. It is highly 
effi cient at absorbing ionizing electromagnetic radiation (between 
200nm and 280nm) through the magnetic fi eld produced by the heart 
and circulatory system which surrounds the body. The pendant then
transforms the frequency of this energy to a safe level, which vitalizes 
the body without creating free radicals. By wearing this pendant over 
the center of your chest you can protect your body from damaging 
UVC energy.

 “I have used products from Sound Vitality for many years. All have 
been excellent and have enhanced my life in many ways. I feel safe using their 
products.  The latest product I am using is the Vital Harmony Pendant. It has 
measured up to their usual standard and is amazing. I was looking for help 
with the electromagnetic energy that surrounded me, including the wireless 
computer and TV in my bedroom. So I purchased the Vital Harmony Pendant 
and am wearing it night and day. I feel much safer and am wonderfully
surprised with the energy I feel when wearing the Vital Harmony Pendant.

The staff at Sound Vitality are very friendly and knowledgeable.”

 -- Johanna C

Please visit SoundVitality.com for more information. 

The staff at Sound Vitality are very friendly and knowledgeable.”


